I have worked with Bay Scenery on many projects over the years. I appreciate their detailed proposals, their craftsmanship, intuition, adherence to the design, and friendly crews.

*Astrid Gaiser*, FAPLD, Astrid Gaiser Garden Design, LLC

When Ali Tehranchi signed on as an APLD CA sponsor, he immediately began working with Bay Area District leaders to bring fresh, innovative thinking to the landscape arena. His desire to create true partnerships with our members is a win-win for us and our clients!

*Janet Enright* and *Tina Roushall*, Bay Area District Co-Presidents

I rely on Bamboo Pipeline for high-quality plants that are delivered on time and to my specifications. When their truck shows up at my job site and we begin to unload the plants, my clients often remark on how large and healthy they look. Ordering is easy, the salespeople are pleasant and helpful, and the plants arrive in excellent condition. I couldn’t ask for a better partner to help make my installations go smoothly.

*Jackie Scheidlinger*, From the Ground Up Landscape & Garden Design

If I am going to recommend pavers, I will always recommend Belgard Hardscapes. Their products are well-made and can be used in many applications. They do a great job of blending shades in each color mix to give depth to the finished product. The individual units are not stamped out and have clean edges that fit together well. I always count on Belgard to supply the best in concrete pavers.

*John R. Beaudry*, John Beaudry Landscape Design

Whenever a design calls for pavers, I choose Calstone Company. I know the quality will always be consistent and reliable. I especially love Calstone Quarry Stone and Versailles pavers, because their texture and colors closely mimic natural stone.

*Kristen Rudger*, APLD, Kristen Rudger Landscape Design

For years Devil Mountain has offered an amazing selection of plant material, and they employ some of the most knowledgeable people in the horticultural field. Working with Amanda Keith at Devil Mountain Wholesale Nursery, I find it easy to place a plant order, and receive the plants at the job site in a timely manner. The plant quality is wonderful—as is the customer service!

*Maryanne Quincy*, FAPLD, Q Gardens

It is like having an extra birthday when Tuffy plant samples come in the mail. Dig Plant Co. obviously cares about their stock, as the samples arrive in great condition. I appreciate getting new waterwise plant varieties to try out at home. It also helps to have personal experience with the plants before recommending them to clients. I live in a tough-to-grow area and have gained invaluable knowledge growing these plants for myself!

*Tony Pogue*, Physis Design

I love Emerisa Gardens! Never mind their constantly updated availability list, amazing variety of plants, and awesome customer service. Going there is a treat in itself—like visiting a candy store. Whether I am shopping for my own garden or for a client, I almost always find what I am looking for, and often way more. Their delivery is timely and a bargain, and they are so friendly and helpful on the phone.

*Kathleen Olson*, Kathleen’s Garden Landscape Design

With five retail locations throughout the Sacramento region, Green Acres Nursery & Supply ensures that residents need not travel far to get anything—and everything—they want or need for their landscape projects. From fine furniture to fabulous plants (and, yes, even soil probes), they have it all. As a design professional, I appreciate how they continually seek out ways to collaborate with APLD CA members. I can always rely on Green Acres to provide me and my clients with healthy, beautiful plant material and top-notch service!

*Cheryl Buckwalter*, Landscape Liaisons
Sponsorship is the primary source of operating income for the APLD California Chapter and Districts. Please do business with our sponsors whenever possible. And when you do, please mention that you are an APLD CA member, so our sponsors can better appreciate the value of their investment.

The 2020 APLD CA sponsorship campaign season runs from December 1, 2019 to February 28, 2020. We are always looking for quality businesses to partner with. For more information, please visit the Sponsors page on our website at apldca.org; or contact our sponsorship chair, Julie Molinare, at sponsorship@apldca.org.
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The Green Gardens Group (G3) Watershed Wise training has been invaluable to me and my landscape design business. It offers a well-balanced and thorough approach to climate-appropriate landscape design, and I highly recommend it! I have had clients contact me after finding my name on the G3 site, and this has led to successful projects. The text from the classes sits on my work desk, and I find it to be a great reference for all my projects.

David Clarke, APLD, David Clarke Design

FX Luminaire has an incredible assortment of lights—made of the highest-quality materials—for every application. Since I’m no lighting expert, I rely often on David to help me with the finer points of design; and his counterpart, Jason, is equally helpful on the irrigation side. When working against a deadline, it is always such a relief to have someone readily available at the other end of the phone line!

Francesca Corra, APLD, Dirt Diva Designs

I am a longtime Lyngsø fan—not only because of their great materials (love their compost tea!) and customer service—but also because of their commitment to sustainability, as well as their ongoing educational support for the public and the landscape profession.

Janet Enright, Janet Enright Garden Design Inc.

I love using Mountain States Wholesale Nursery plants in my projects because I know they will be high performers. For designers who like to use bold and different plant materials, Mountain States offers a great variety that can’t be found anywhere else. Moreover, Wendy Proud generously shares her wealth of information about plants suitable for our climate, and she provides incredible support to APLD CA landscape design professionals.

Amelia B. Lima, FAPLD, Amelia B. Lima & Associates, Inc.

Pacific Nurseries is my go-to source for plants when I have a job on the San Francisco Peninsula. They are conveniently located and willing to track down the unusual plants I am often specifying. Another thing I really like about them is their commitment to environmental sustainability. They recycle their containers and use low-water irrigation systems—and their trucks are even powered by bio-diesel fuel!

Mary Fisher, FAPLD, Mary Fisher Garden Design

Peninsula Building Materials is awesome! They are always most helpful to me and my clients. Case in point: Brenda Hunsinger saved the job on my last installation. The colors of pavers did not come in correctly, and she made herself available within hours of my call for help to meet and make sure we—client and contractor—received a comparable material so the job could continue. I highly recommend this company for all your hardscaping needs.

Lynda Meikle, Outer Visions Landscape Design

Sometimes a homeowner wants to do it all! When that is the case, I usually send them to The Urban Farmer Store, which is staffed with the most incredibly helpful and friendly salespeople (their website is pretty great too). And of course, I use this company all the time in my own business for their vast array of products and expertise. In short, they are a great resource for professional designers and homeowners alike.

Alison W. Fleck, FAPLD, Simply Perfect Gardens

Urban Tree Farm Nursery is one of my favorite retail nurseries. They have a large selection of healthy trees and plants and can often quickly find and bring in unique special orders for me. I love the variety of sizes they have available, from small perennials to large box trees, and they are great with deliveries and load-out service. Their plant materials are well adapted to our region, the staff is very knowledgeable, and their prices are so competitive!

Rose Remillard, APLD, Nature’s Designs